GOOD SAMS MID-ATLANTIC REGION
(FORMERLY REGION 6)

CENTURY FLOWER PATCH LOG
(Revised 4.25.2013—KAW)

The Mid-Atlantic Region Flower Patch was designed to promote Samboree attendance and visitation of States
within the Mid-Atlantic Region (NJ, PA, DEL, MD, VA, and WV). The Basic Patch will be awarded to those attending ten
sanctioned States Samborees or International Samborees/Rallies. Among these ten States, you must have three from different
States within The Mid-Atlantic Region. Each additional ten Samborees, again with three signatures being from three different
Mid-Atlantic Region States Samboree directors, qualifies you for an individual Satellite State Flower Patch. Each additional

ten Samborees, as described above for the Basic Patch, will qualify you for individual Satellite State Flower Patches.
These patches are available from any Mid-Atlantic Region State Director.
Only one log is required per family rig. The previous version of this form will be honored.
Your log and money must be presented to the State Director when
claiming patch awards. You do not have to claim the 10th or last State signed for your award.
Only Samborees visited after January 1, 1993, qualify for this award program.
(YOUR NAME)

____________________________________________________

(YOUR ADDRESS) ___________________________________________________
(CITY,STATE,ZIP) ____________________________________________________
SAMBOREE/RALLY

LOCATION

DATE
(M/D/Y)

DIRECTOR’S VERIFICATION

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
I certify the above to be true and correct _________________________________
(Your signature and m/d/y)
Presented _________________________________(state patch or which state flower)

Come camp with us!
www.wvgoodsams.com
This form is on our
Website and our
Facebook page.

Presented by________________________________m/d/y__________________
Event_____________________________________________________________
The basic Century Patch is a five-inch bouquet of all Mid-Atlantic Region State Flowers, which costs $6 each. The Satellite patch is a one-inch replica of the Individual State
Flower with a cost of $2 each. Start your Samboree visitation and collection of signatures so you can wear one of these colorful Mid-Atlantic Region Century Flower Patches on
your jacket/vest! Each additional ten Samborees, as described above for the Basic Patch, will qualify you for individual Satellite State Flower Patches.

Remember you have to ask other campers to join your chapter—invite them to a Samboree, too

